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Unveiling the Mysterious Bored Ape Yacht Club

Summary:
This report describes how the Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC) became the most
popular NFT project in recent times, and attempts to interpret BAYC’s business
strategies and plans for the future based on their recent endeavors. The author
believes that the short-term strategy is to release a “Multi-Chain NFT trading
platform” with the potential to replace OpenSea as the largest NFT trading
platform.

The Outlandish Bored Ape Yacht Club, also Known as BAYC, is
Now the Best Ranking NFT Collection on the Market.
“On an ordinary evening in 2031, an ape named Gargamel laid on a bench by the
river: cozy and pleasant, he played with his fishing rod, blowing smoke from his
expensive cigar. He, a billionaire, had become so rich that nothing could intrigue
him, even a little; the whole world seemed nothing more than boring to him. This
all stemmed from a seemingly wrong decision that he made many years ago: All in
Crypto”.
This peculiar scene takes place amidst the most sought-after NFT project as of
late, the Bored Ape Yacht Club collection (BAYC for short). This nearly absurd
character setting yet has been the must-have for millions of the NFT collectors
and investors.

Figure 1: BAYC Ranking 1st place in market cap at over 3 billion USD

Although CryptoPunks’ popularity has earned it the nickname “Bitcoin of NFTs”,
BAYC is the true “uncrowned King” of NFTs. According to the latest data provided
by Dappradar, the collective market cap of BAYC NFTs has exceeded three billion
dollars, with a total trading volume of more than 1.4 billion dollars and a floor
price of over 100 ETH, surpassing CryptoPunks to become the champion of the
NFT market.
Why people would spend over 300,000 dollars on a jpeg? The answer lies in
BAYC’s path to prominence.

Planet of the Apes: Behind the Scenes of BAYC’s Meteoric Rise
(1) With BAYC, “Street Culture” and “Meme Culture” breed a new
paradigm for NFT creation
BAYC takes advantage of a recent rise in the popularity of “street culture,” which

gives brands and products a uniqueness, design, and cultural appeal that attracts
consumers. Street culture and its associated brands are characterized by limited
supply, high prices, and limited editions, representing the concepts of “different”
and “daring” and appealing to the new social identities of Generation Z.
The attributes of distributed NFTs coincide with those of “street culture” in many
ways. BAYC created “scarcity”, a common trait of trending brands, by limiting its
total quantity, and injected the distinctive “boredom” theme into the NFTs, which
evoked strong emotions from meme culture.
Thus, a new generation of crypto enthusiasts could now satisfy their need for
“self-expression” and “identity recognition”.

(2) BAYC’s “decentralized equity” incentivizes community engagement
Typically, the creators of NFTs retain the commercial usage rights to NFTs, and
NFT buyers are only entitled to ownership rights after their purchase. Case in point
- the mother company of CryptoPunks, Larva Labs, holds a rock solid grip on the
commercial usage rights of CryptoPunks and Meebits.
In stark contrast, BAYC chose an open approach to managing its commercial
usage rights. In every transaction of BAYC NFTs, the mother company, Yuga Labs,
transfers both its ownership rights and commercial usage rights to BAYC buyers,
endowing them with the rights to use, duplicate, demonstration, and profit off of
the NFTs. The “decentralized equity” concept stimulates the creativity of the
community, cementing the bond and commitment of NFT holders to the
community.

Figure 2: BAYC art works created spontaneously by community members

At the same time, Yuga Labs encourages UGC (user-generated content), whipping
up a movement of “Apes Following Apes” within the community. 33 BAYC holders
collaborated with a Taiwanese e-commerce group to sell action figures, apparel,
and a variety of affiliated products. BAYC also created its own collection of
physical affiliate products.
Community members voluntarily published their own artwork, based on BAYC,
and launched a pop-up event “APE FEST” together with the company. As a result,
the “bored ape” started going viral on social media, even hitting the covers of
surfboards and graffiti on the streets.

(3) Star Power Expanded the BAYC’s Exposure Outside the Crypto
Community

Figure 3 Basketball Star Curry & Other Celebrities Update Their Twitter Pictures to BAYC

Following BAYC’s rapid growth within the crypto community, celebrities such as
NBA player Stephen Curry and pop singer Justin Bieber also started to buy BAYC,
changing their profile pictures on social media to Bored Ape images, thus
displaying BAYC outside the NFT community and to the general public.
PHP-based NFTs possess a unique characteristic in that they can grow quickly in
popularity when set as profile pictures on social media. The mass adoption of
BAYC by celebrities and key influencers on social media quickly increased
awareness on the internet. This contributed to continuous community growth,
with BAYC’s Discord channel now holding roughly 146,000 members.

Unveiling BAYC’s Ambitions: An NFT Trading Platform Preparing
for Take-Off:
(1) Acquiring IPs, issuing APEcoin, and cementing its position as the

king of NFTs

Figure 4: Market value of IPs owned by Yuga Labs in the NFT market (left) & their trading volumes (right)

Figure 5: Share of Yuga Labs’ IPs in OpenSea’s trading volume (units in Ethereum)

At present, the mother company of BAYC, Yuga Labs, holds several NFT IPs
through acquisition, including BAYC, MAYC, BACK, CryptoPunks, and Meebits.
Together, they account for 36.97% of the total NFT market cap, 27.76% of the total
NFT trading volume, and 38.75% of trading volume on OpenSea, excluding game
prop NFTs and metaverse land NFTs. These acquisitions reflect BAYC’s efforts to
cement its position as a powerhouse in the field of IPs.

Figure 6: A game collaboration between BAYC and NWAY

At the same time, the issuance of APEcoin endows each holder with a sense of
community ownership. In the future, it could be used as a governance tool in the
community to conduct votes, incentivize content creation, and inject the NFTs into
new gaming scenarios, as well as the Metaverse. The issuance of APEcoin
introduces a carrier of value in the ecosystem that can further incentivize creativity
and engagement in the community, marking a milestone in BAYC’s path to success.
The issuance of IP and APEcoin will also greatly strengthen YugaLabs' leading
position in the field of NFTs, and will pave the way for its grand plan.

(2) Preparing the launch of a NFT trading platform
Recently, BAYC and Animoca Brands have collaborated on a mysterious project
that, based on our observations, looks like it will be a "multi-chain NFT platform".
Unlike the traditional NFT platform, this "multi-chain NFT platform" will conduct
KYC for its users and improve compliance. This NFT platform is expected to debut
at the end of March along with BAYC’s first round of land auctions.
From the perspective of BAYC and Yuga Labs, BAYC is conducting a series of
strategic actions to stay competitive in GameFi and Metaverse as the leading IP in
the NFT field. However, from the perspective of OpenSea, BAYC is laying triple
siege against it in the fields of GameFi, NFT and IP.

Figure 7: Community Member Hierarchy

What’s worse for OpenSea is that its weakness in community management
happens to be BAYC’s greatest strength. The chart above classifies the value of
community users into 5 tiers based on their measured degree of participation in
the ecosystem: (0) Normal customers, (1) Community members, (2) Main
contributors, (3) Core members, (4) Leaders.
Users are bound to OpenSea in a simple relationship of “Normal customers” and
“platform”. Despite its large user base, it has neither formed a stable community,
nor issued platform tokens to bind user’s benefits with that of the ecosystem. Nor
has it incentivized engagement with its community management tactics. In
contrast, BAYC community members are deeply integrated with the ecosystem and
IP as a whole: users voluntarily promote their community brands and create
associated content on their own.
As a result, OpenSea will not only be attacked by BAYC in GameFi, Metaverse and IP,
but it also will receive a descending attack from BAYC in the area of community
management. What’s more is that BAYC can further lure users to trade on its new
platform by lowering copyrighting fees and further decreasing the transaction
costs of NFT trading.
The absolute inferior position on strategy cannot be remedied by victory of
implementation methods, just as what the famous German General in WWII, the

Desert Fox Rommel, wrote with full of regrets, “The quartermasters already know
how the war will go before the war begins.” Now, OpenSea is faced with the same
dilemma -- the victory might have been written before the battle even began.

(3) Expanding into GameFi and Metaverse, nurturing the ecosystem, and
fortifying the barriers to entry
Currently, BAYC is taking advantage of the popularity of its IPs to explore the fields
of GameFi and Metaverse. Recent actions may shed some light on their ambitions:
their Racing Game collaboration with Animoca Brands, their collaboration of PVP
blockchain games with NWAY, future plans to sell 200,000 pieces of land in the
Metaverse in March and August 2022, and the creation of MetaRPG, with its IP at
the core.

Figure 8: BAYC and his friends

BAYC has even more aggressive plans. On March 23, BAYC announced a new
round of funding, raising a whopping US$450 million at a US$4 billion valuation.
This round was led by a16z, Animoca Brands, FTX Ventures, and Google Ventures,
followed by Coinbase. This round of fundraising was aimed at initiating its
metaverse project, “Otherside”, and attracting more NFT projects to enter the
pool.

“Triangular Track Principle”
The series of actions by Yuga Labs are worthy of attention, as they embody a
relatively complete and forward-thinking strategy to build an ecosystem. Why is
their strategy laid out this way? The author believes that the reason is inseparable
from the three related supporting strengths in the NFT field. We call it the "
triangle track" theorem.

As we all know, a triangle structure is considered to be highly stable: each of the
three sides supports one another and the structure remains steady. We apply the
concept of the “Track Triangle Principle” to the discussion of NFTs, GameFi and the
Metaverse. There are three main characteristics:

Figure 9 NFT Triangle Theorem

1. GameFi, NFT and Metaverse are the three pillars of the industry, supporting the
whole system in reaching a steady state via a triangular structure. GameFi, NFT
and Metaverse have stronger correlations with one another than any other
fields in the blockchain industry: GameFi and Metaverse cannot survive without
NFTs, GameFi games have the potential to grow and become Metaverse, and
the Metaverse is the ultimate form that integrates GameFi and NFTs. The three
form a triangle where each influences and exerts limitations on one another,
we call it the “triangle relationship”.
2. NFTs are the most critical infrastructure of GameFi and Metaverse - they serve
as a fundamental element, as the underlying unit of value and the connector of
assets. These three sectors are likely to move in turn in a bull market.
3. Any business units in one of the three fields must expand to the other two
fields to achieve long-term sustainability, not to mention if the unit would like
to be the champion in its specific field.
Upon taking victory in the arena of NFT trading platforms, BAYC will turn its focus
to GameFi and Metaverse as its new battlefields. BAYC aims to build a gamified,
interoperable and modularized decentralized metaverse. This brings comparative
advantages to BAYC in GameFi, NFT and Metaverse, and produces a new
ecosystem based on the “triangle theorem”. This ecosystem will solidify BAYC’s
leading position in each of these fields.

